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Wall box for electric vehicles

JUICE CHARGER 2

Technical specifications

Height 750 mm, width 230 mm,

depth 150 mm, cable length 3 m

approx. 8 kg (depending on the model)

230 V 6–32 A (single phase) or 

400 V 6–32 A (3-phase) AC

1.4 – 22.0 kW AC depending on 

input current

Dimensions

Weight 

Input current 

Power output 

IEC 62752, 62196, 61851 - 

Mode 3, EMV, RoHS

IP67 - RCD DC 6mA, AC/DC 30mA - 

Protective earth conductor monitoring

Type 2 (EN 62196) , ), also available with 

with a Type 1 or Type 2 socket, or both on 

request.

1.5 mm brushed chrome steel, silver

Black cable

CE conformity

Protection class  - RCD -

protection

Vehicle-end

connector

Material/colour

JUICE CHARGER 2 - Incredibly good wall-mounted solution

Consistently successfully tested
Guaranteed compatibility: compatible 

with all existing and new electric vehicles 

on the market with a Type 2 or Type 1 

connector.

Robust

Highly durable chrome steel housing, 

weatherproof (splash-proof and dust 

proof).

Lightning fast installation

A choice of standard fixings, integral 

levelling, robust quick connectors.

Identification, activation, control and billing. 
With an integral RFID reader and JUICE extras, 
JUICE CHARGER 2 has every option covered.

technology
juice

JUICE CHARGER 2 is an intelligent wall 
charging station with up to 22 kW charging 
power.
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For more information and accessories, please see

www.juice-technology.co/juice-charger



Integral residual current detection 
DC and AC fault detection trips effectively at the 

specified value.

Compatible
with all electric vehicles with a 

Type 2 or Type 1 connector.

Plug store
to ensure that charging plugs

 stay dry and dust-free

Integral protection from DC and AC faults means 

you don't have to fit an expensive RCD Class B 

device at home. This can save you up to 1,000 

Euros/Swiss francs in extra costs and labour.

JUICE CHARGER 2 - The most attractive wall box in the world

Residual current circuit breaker 

With a cable length of over 3 m
it will still reach your car, even if your parking 

skills leave something to be desired.

Extremely simple to use
with an optional high-resolution 

touchscreen display.

Easy payment
with the option to use all 

standard payment methods, 

and all regular credit card 

- of course.

0545610

Calibrated electricity meter 
is the perfect solution for clean billing and use in the 

public domain.

Good to know

JUICE CHARGER 2 comes in three 
different basic models.

Fix model
The classic model, 

installed in situ. 

Flex model
so you can take 

the Integral 

JUICE BOOSTER 

with you on 

your travels.

Flat model
the housing for 

JUICE BOOSTER 2 

if you already have 

this product.

Fix

Flex

Flat

No induction loop
And no tangled or trailing cables thanks to a clever

cable attachment system.

Robust
The robust chrome steel 

housing is weather-resistant 

and provides optimum 

protection for the technology 

inside.

A smart module for the smartJUICE charging and 

charge management system is already included 

in JUICE CHARGER 2.

Ultra-intelligent

More information about smartJUICE
www.juice-technology.co/solutions

JUICE CHARGER 2 adds a touch of elegance and class to any wall. Its 

appeal is primarily due to the simple, pared-down design. The high-quality 

chrome steel is robust and non-flammable, requiring no maintenance.

Timeless design 
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Kontakta oss för en offert
info@mvs.se


